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THE SIXTEENTH SUNDAY AFTER PENTECOST

Don't Blow Out the Light
Genesis 1:1-2, 26-2:3; John 1:1-5

Once upon a time, in a land far away, I was a first year student in
seminary and wading deeper every day into subjects I had never broached
before.  One of the things you do in seminary, as in college and any graduate
school, is to talk to people who have been there a while to find out which
courses and professors are best to take.  Our seminary required that you take
Hebrew and Greek, a necessity that I wholeheartedly support to this day. 
Every upperclassman I consulted agreed that Hebrew was really tough at first,
but gradually got easier.  Learning Greek, on the other hand, started out easy
and got increasingly harder.  I opted to study Hebrew first.

I was not disappointed by the initial difficulty or the eventual payoffs. 
Hebrew is a picturesque language.  Words and phrases paint pictures, ideas,
and prayers.  For example, earlier we heard a translation of one of the stories
of the creation of the world, originally written in Hebrew.  I guarantee that each
of you formed some image in your mind as those familiar words drifted into
your ears.  B'reshith bara Elohim.  To the Hebrew hearing those words, they
might mean, “In the beginning, God created,” suggesting a point in time as a
reference for what was to follow.  Or they could be translated, “In beginning,
God formed,” focusing not on a moment, but on the creative action of God. 
Which translation is correct?  Is the writer talking about a demarcation point
that distinguishes between when the world did not exist and when it did exist? 
Or is the focus on the desire and energy of God which caused creation to
happen?  Yes!  The Hebrew language allows for both translations.  It is this
variability of meaning which enhances our understanding of God’s role in
creation.  The writer is not reporting on an event that took place.  We are
reading a story.  We are hearing a picture being painted.

These first chapters of Holy Scripture are among my favorite passages
because they are so rich with meaning and possibility and ambiguity.  As the
story of creation unfolds, an image forms of a murky, primordial soup which
the ruach of God ruffles or blows or stirs and creations begins!  The word
ruach itself is another imaginative word used often in Hebrew and by Jesus
himself.  It tells us something about the mystery of God, that God cannot and
will not be pinned down or defined.  You see, ruach can mean wind or breath



or spirit depending on the context of the story being told.  Was it the wind or
the breath or the Spirit of God that "troubled" the waters of creation?  Yes!

It has always fascinated me that John begins his gospel by retelling the
creation story in a Readers' Digest condensed format.  Listen to what he says:

In the beginning was the Word, and the Word was with God,
and the Word was God.  He was in the beginning with God.  All
things came into being through him, and without him not one thing
came into being.  What has come into being in him was life, and
the life was the light of all people.  The light shines in the
darkness, and the darkness did not overcome it. John 1:1-5

Did you catch that?  “In the beginning” (It sounds a lot like the Hebrew
word B'reshith, doesn't it?) “In the beginning was the Word.”  How is a word
formed?  With breath!  And what uses that breath to form a word?  Spirit.  Like
a wind breathed by the Spirit of God, this Word blew through the darkness,
stirring the embryonic fluid of creation, and life began!  There was life in this
Word and the life brought light to all people.  What's more, this light is so
bright and penetrating that it can never be swallowed up by darkness.  That
Word, that Life, that Light is Christ who, present in creation, is God who
creates out of love. 

Light is essential to our lives.  It enables plants to grow.  It allows us to
see this wonderful world and one another.  It affects our moods and shapes
our activities.  We often celebrate special events with light which reflect our
love for one another.  Birthdays are greeted with bright candles for every year
of life.  Anniversaries are celebrated with soft light to create ambiance. 
Candles are used during memorials to represent persons who have died.   We
have a candle on the altar today in memory of all the people who died
because of 9/11.   Fireworks are lights that celebrate big celebrations like the
New Year or Fourth of July.  Lighters, even cell phone lights, indicate
solidarity at a concert or rally.

Yesterday marked a major anniversary for our nation.  Twenty years
after the attacks of 9/11, we certainly do not celebrate what happened.  Much
was lost–lives, property, ingenuity, security, innocence, hope, trust, and
safety, to name a few things.  We do not celebrate, but we remember.  In New
York, the blue shafts of light that mark where the twin towers once stood are
a vibrant memorial to what happened twenty years ago.  The events of
September 11, 2001 resulted in the longest war our country has ever
fought–and we have fought a lot of wars. Last month that war ended, but the
memories, the sorrow, the questions, even the ongoing threat of terror do not



disappear like a flame that is blown out.  Are we back to where we were
twenty years ago?  How do we now respond in faith as our future unfolds?

Maybe we need to go back to where it all started with creation itself. 
How can we begin again?  How can God’s creative and energizing Spirit
refresh the earth once more?  What can we do to be bringers of light and life?

Earlier in our worship, I mentioned the eulogy that was offered at Father
Mychal Judge's funeral following the attacks on the World Trade Center, the
Pentagon, and the plane that crashed in Shanksville, Pennsylvania.  Father
Mike Duffy said many profound things in that eulogy, but one in particular
stood out for me.  He said of Father Judge, “He loved to bring Christ to
people.  He was the bridge between people and God and he loved to do
that.”1  Did you catch it?  Did you hear what he said?  Most often, especially
in our efforts at evangelism, we talk about bringing people to Christ.  We bring
people to Christ as if Jesus is only waiting around for people to show up and
profess faith.

Father Judge, on the other hand, made it his life’s work to bring Christ
to people.  There is a profound difference in the arrangement of those four
words.  He brought Christ to people instead of trying to coax people to come
to Christ.  He took God to the people for whom he cared.  That is what he was
doing in the World Trade Center on the morning of September 11.  He was
reminding the firefighters and police officers who were desperately rushing up
the stairs into danger and the people who were desperately rushing down the
stairs to escape the building that God was with them.  They did not have to
go looking for God.  God was right there in the inferno of those collapsing
towers.  In those horrific moments, Father Judge was the creative breath of
God blowing life over the troubled souls of all those people.

Isn't that often what Jesus did?  Did he not go from village to village to
meet and minister to people where they were?  Did he not bring light to the
darkness in which people were living?

We live in a world that is vastly different from the one that I knew forty
years ago as a first year seminary student.  We live in a world that is vastly
different from the one we all knew twenty years ago when those planes hit the
World Trade Center, the Pentagon, and a field in Shanksville, Pennsylvania. 
We live in a world that is vastly different from the one we knew two years ago.

1Michael Duffy, "The Happiest Man on Earth, The Eulogy for Father Mychal Judge,” excerpted from
the book, A Wonderful Life; 50 Eulogies to Lift the Spirit, Cyrus M. Copeland, ed. (Chapel Hill: Algonquin
Books, 2006), 221-230.



It is important that we hear the Gospel with fresh ears and imagine how
Jesus would minister in this day and time.  I think he would do now what he
did then.  He would ruffle the waters, blow over the soup, stir the currents that
swirl around people these days.  Jesus went to the people and we have to do
the same.  We have to take our understanding, our compassion, our care, our
resources, and our love to where people are.  Our calling is not to bring
people to Jesus.  We are being called to take Jesus to other people.

Jesus told his disciples–which include us–“You are the light of the
world.”  Imagine that!  Jesus compared us to himself.  Do you know what the
term “Christian” means literally?  “Little Christ.”  We are called to be little
Christs in the world.  That means that we act as Jesus acted.  We do what
Jesus did.  We have fun and enjoy life every bit as much as Jesus.  We also
give fully of ourselves as Jesus gave fully of himself, even unto death, so that
other people might discover life.  In a very dramatic way, that is exactly what
the passengers on Flight 93 did when they rushed the cockpit, forcing the
hijackers to crash the airplane into a field in Pennsylvania instead of into the
U.S. Capital Building which was their intent.  They saved thousands of lives. 
Whether they realized it or not, they gave their own lives so that other lives
might continue to flourish and so that new life might still be created.

On Friday night, Deborah and I watched a film version of the stage
production of Come From Away,2 a story of the 7000 passengers whose
planes were diverted to the airport at Gander, Newfoundland, on 9/11 and the
response of the residents to their sudden guests.  I recommend it to all of you. 
It is a wonderful story of the generosity, the patience, and the growth that
happened in a very chaotic situation.  It is about the comfort, support, love,
and friendship that emerged from a dark and frightening experience.  In one
very tense scene, a man and woman from Africa are very worried about what
is happening because they have little information.  They do not understand
English and no one speaks their language.  Seeing a group of people dressed
in military uniforms, they fear the worst because of the violent past of their
homeland.  A Gander native tries to explain that they are from the Salvation
Army, but his attempts only cause the couple’s anxiety to increase.  Realizing
that the situation is escalating toward disaster, the man notices the African
couple has a Bible.  Knowing that while the language in their Bible is different,
the numbering system is the same as in all Bibles.  He asks to hold the Bible
and turns to Philippians 4:6 and points to the agitated couple to read it.  That
passage reads, “Be anxious for nothing, but in everything by prayer and
supplication with thanksgiving let your requests be made known to God.”  

2Come From Away, Christopher Ashley, Director (Apple TV+, 2021).



Immediately, tension melted to gratitude as a fresh wind of understanding
blew through the room.

The best way we can now respond to 9/11 is to let the breath of God
blow through our lives and create a fresh outlook on life for us all.  We can let
the Spirit of God breathe within us so that our faith helps us build bridges with
other people instead of separating us from them.  We can let the wind of God
blow us into the world, allowing us to take the love of Christ to the people we
encounter all day long.  We can let our light shine so that other people will see
that God is right there with them already.  We can let God create a new spirit
within us that will bring light and life to the world.

B'reshith bara Elohim.  May God breathe a new creation within and
through us . . . right now!  Amen!



Homily on the Twentieth Anniversary of September 11, 2001

Throughout this past week, and especially on yesterday, we
remembered the horrific events of September 11, 2001.  Sadly, that day has
joined so many other days that are etched into our memories because of the
shock, the sorrow, the fear, and the pain that occurred on those days.

2,977 people were killed that day:
265 on the four planes (including the terrorists),
2,606 in the World Trade Center and in the surrounding area,
and 125 at the Pentagon

It is estimated that just under a million people died in the twenty years
of war that followed, primarily in Afghanistan and Pakistan, but including other
countries as well.  That number includes U.S. Military personnel, Allied
military, Afghan military, contract civilians, Afghan citizens, and other people
who were victims of the war.  Everyone paid a high price in terms of life,
financial resources, and hope for the future.

With the war just ended and the Twentieth Anniversary upon us, we
wonder about the future and what it will bring.  Is there any hope left?

The first recorded casualty recorded on 9/11 was Father Mychal Judge,
a Franciscan priest who was Chaplain to New York City firefighters.

Images of Father Judge in the lobby of the North Tower showed him
searching for ways to encourage, support, help, and pray for the people who
were desperately rushing down the stairs to safety and the firefighters who
were desperately rushing up the stairs and directly into the jaws of danger. 
One of his friends said that he was obviously praying for everyone he saw and
those he could not see that day.  He died being the presence of God with
those people that day.

At his funeral, Father Michael Duffy, spoke about the life of his dear
friend and mentor.  He reminded the people there,

This morning we come to bury Mike Judge's body but not his spirit.
We come to bury his mind but not his dreams.  
We come to bury his voice but not his message.  
We come to bury his hands but not his good works.  
We come to bury his heart but not his love.  Never his love. 3

3Michael Duffy, "The Happiest Man on Earth, The Eulogy for Father Mychal Judge,” excerpted from
the book, A Wonderful Life; 50 Eulogies to Lift the Spirit, Cyrus M. Copeland, ed. (Chapel Hill: Algonquin
Books, 2006), 221-230.



When I read those words, I thought, "What a beautiful tribute to a
wonderful priest!  But could we not say the same things about everyone who
lost their life that day?

While their minds are no longer active among us, aren't their dreams a
part of our dreams?

While we can no longer hear their voices, is not the message they
spoke with their lives still vibrant?

While their hands no longer act with purpose and skill, don't their good
works survive?

While their hearts are no longer beating, doesn't their love live on?

We deal with this anniversary and all of those that will come in the future
by keeping alive the dreams, the messages, the good works, and the love of
everyone who died because of 9/11.  Even if we did not know them
personally, we have heard their stories and been inspired by their lives.  We
know enough to dream and speak and act and love just as they did.

On this twentieth anniversary, let us resolve to live so that their deaths
are not in vain.  Let us live so that our lives will not be in vain either.

Please join me in the responsive Prayer of Gratitude and Hope as
printed in the order of worship.



September 12, 2021 Prayer of Thanksgiving and Intercession

Though you created us and declared us to be very good, Holy God, for
many months, we have felt anything but good.  So much of what was known
in our lives has been traded for unfamiliar routines and protocols, and we
have been forced to distance ourselves from beloved people and places.  Just
when we hoped a return to normal was within reach, surges of COVID and
unrelenting reports of bad news have left us confused, tired, and lonely.   We
know, O God, that you crafted us in your divine image, but when we look
around our world and within ourselves, we can hardly find a glimpse of you
there at all.  Suffering and death consume our reality, as diseases and
storms, tragedies and violence infect our thoughts and threaten our well
being, leaving us feeling heartbroken and helpless.  Suspicions and tensions
among us keep us separated from our brothers and sisters in the human
family, while anxieties and doubts within us cause us to overlook your loving
presence all around us.  You invite us into relationship with you and call us to
love one another, but fears and failures, apathy and assumptions prevent us
from realizing the grace of life-giving communion with you and genuine
community with our neighbors.

In our moments of fear and doubt, Gracious God, give us a sturdy
reliance upon our faith in you and an unyielding compassion for one another. 
When we are confused and weary, grant to us a clear vision of the hope you
have promised and a peace which defies whatever storms are swirling within
and around us.  Open our hearts to give and receive your love in ways that
will bring justice for those who are oppressed and wholeness to those who
suffer.  Give us courage to participate in your work of redemption and
reconciliation for the world you have called us to love.  In these days when so
much is uncertain, reassure us with a steadfast hope that will overcome our
fears, and in the midst of all that is unknown, grant us gifts of creativity and
energy that will help us to envision new opportunities for serving one another
and following you.  Make of our lives, we pray, a balm to soothe the hurting
places in our world and a light which leads others toward the love and life you
offer.  In the name of Jesus the Christ, by whose life we are inspired, and by
whose death and resurrection we are redeemed.  Amen.

Elizabeth J. Edwards
Associate Minister


